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Coming up this week on Art Bell’s late-night
talk-radio program (on 2/18/99) is a guest, William
Thomas, whose first appearance on Art’s show on
1/25/99 sent chills up and down every listener’s
spine.  My almost 84-year-young mother, who is
part of an eight-lady crew who feeds 700 children
at my old grade-school cafeteria every day near
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, just told me that many of
the kids are sick with “odd flus” and Pittsburgh’s
Children’s Hospital is f illed to overflowing with
emergency cases.

In years past CONTACT has provided much information
about biological and chemical warfare testing of the toxic
variety upon various population centers of we-the-people.  As
if that is not diabolical enough, the crooks in high places have
even written various clandestine laws to make such shenanigans
“legal”.  (Doesn’t that just help you to sleep peacefully?!)

The following is the first part of what will be at least a two-
part series on recent matters related to this nasty subject.  Part
One (this week) is provided by our News Desk guru, Dr. Al
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The  News  Desk
2/13/99    DR.  AL  OVERHOLT

THE  STATE
OF  THE  NATION

From the  INTERNET, Larry P. Gries
<lpgries@cac.net>, 2/6/99: [quoting]

The letter below was written by sixteen-year-
old Christopher Vincent.  It appeared in the
Arkansas Democrat Gazette, and was picked up
and read by Chuck Colson on his national radio
show, Break Point.  Colson called the letter
“brilliant”.

I am 16 years old.  Though I am not old
enough to vote, I am writing this on behalf of my
generation.  The recent speech by the President
and the reaction of our nation to it gives me
reason to write this letter in hope that those who
read it will be challenged to look closely at the
condition of our nation.

In the President’s speech he admitted to having
a relationship with Monica Lewinsky that was
“improper” and “wrong”.  Then he said that it was
time to move on.  Many people have said that the
President’s private affairs are his own business and
people should not pry.  Others have said that the
President’s private affairs do not affect the job he
does.  The President himself touched lightly upon
the supposed injustice of prying into his personal
life in his speech.

Hugo Grotius once said, “That a man cannot
govern a nation if he cannot govern a city, he
cannot govern a city if he cannot govern a family,
he cannot govern a family unless he can govern
himself, and he cannot govern himself unless his
passions are subject to reason.”  The President is
accountable to the people.

We must know whether he can control himself
or not.  If the President cannot control himself, he
certainly is not capable of governing a nation.  Yet
we sit in our selfishness and refuse to look at the
truth because it does not feel good.  We look at
the nation and see a booming economy.  We look
around and see prosperity and say, “Why should
we mess this up?”  And yes, Mr. Clinton has

helped with all these things.  But there are better
things than financial security, and there are worse
things than poverty.  We give the control to a man
who can make us feel good but cannot control
himself.

I would like to call your attention to a recent
international affair where Pakistan and India were
developing nuclear weapons.  The President
offered a deal to Pakistan saying that if they would
stop developing nuclear weapons the United States
would protect them in the case of an attack.  The
Pakistani minister of foreign affairs said that he
did not believe that the President (Clinton) would
follow through on his promise.  This was because
he saw the character of our President and realized
he could not be trusted.

This endangered the lives of the citizens of
Pakistan and India, more than 900 million people.
Although war has not broken out, we must heed
the warning: the character of the President affects
the entire world.  The American people have
chosen to become selfish, and my generation—
your children—are growing up seeing the highest
authority in America, a man who cannot control
himself.  Why should I put others first when the
President himself will not even put his duty to his
wife or his nation before his sexual desires?

I’m asking you, the generation that holds the
voting power, to think of your children and the
future of the world.  If we cannot trust our
President to fulfill his marriage vows, can we trust
him to do what he has promised us?  And if we
cannot trust the man our parents elect, can we trust
our parents?  You owe it to the world, you owe
it to God, and you owe it to your children to
consider this.  [End quoting]

How does this make us, the elder generation,
feel—after what the majority of us have given our
children as an example?

CONGRESSIONAL  IMMUNITY
FOR  UFO  WITNESSES?

From the INTERNET, <para-discuss@tje.net>,
2/2/99: [quoting]

Nick Pope’s Weird World: Another initiative
making the news in America is a campaign to
grant congressional immunity to anybody speaking
out about official involvement with UFOs.  The
public position of the American Government on
UFOs is the same as the British Government’s.

Essentially, this consists of a denial that there
is any official knowledge of an alien presence.  In
that case, argue ufologists, would there be any
objection to granting congressional immunity to
any members of the military or the intelligence
community who wanted to speak openly about the
subject?  After all, if the information doesn’t exist,
nobody could come forward.  The campaign was
given a real boost by ufologist Peter Robbins, who
raised the issue at a public discussion of secrecy
policy, last year.   Senators Daniel Patrick
Moynihan and Bob Kerry agreed that they would
be willing to support such a move.  Will this move
get wider support, and be enacted?  Could it ever
happen here, in the UK?  I’ll keep you posted.
[End quoting]

Why don’t we speak up and demand that the
governments come clean with us about this “alien”

situation.  Don’t you think we’ve waited long
enough?

HILLARY  IS  COY
PAT  IS  MAD

From NEWSWEEK, 2/8/98: [quoting]
No one close to Hillary Clinton thinks she

really wants to spend her post-White House days
in Washington. But so far the First Lady has
refused to shoot down rumors that she might make
a bid for the seat of retiring New York Sen. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan.  Friends say Mrs. Clinton is
flattered by the attention and polls showing her easily
defeating Rudy Giuliani and Alfonse D’Amato.  But
Mrs. Clinton’s indecision is infuriating Moynihan,
who announced his retirement early so a Democratic
candidate could raise the $20 million it will take to
keep the seat.  “If Hillary Clinton’s not going to run
she should say so,” says Liz Moynihan, his wife and
top political adviser.  “As long as she’s out there,
the Democrats won’t be looking around for a New
Yorker.”  [End quoting]

Hillary is probably just waiting for instructions
from her behind-the-scenes handlers.

LOCKHEED  WINS  SPY  DEAL

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 2/2/99:
[quoting]

Lockheed Martin Corp. and British Aerospace
have won a $146 million contract to design a new
stealth-armored spy vehicle for the United States and
Great Britain.  Lockheed’s Orlando missiles unit is
a major player in the joint venture, known as SIKA
International.  [End quoting]

DISEASE  HITS  HERDS  IN  IRAQ

From THE MODESTO BEE, 1/29/99: [quoting]
Baghdad—Hoof-and-mouth disease has crippled

at least 1 million sheep and cattle here and the lack
of vaccines for the highly contagious disease threatens
the country’s livestock, a U.N. official said Thursday.

The implications of the disease are catastrophic,
the official said: Farmers could be ruined, and meat
and milk could become even more scarce in a
country where 8½ years of U.N. economic sanctions
have already made shortages commonplace.

At least 50,000 animals—mostly lambs, kids
and calves—have died from the viral disease,
the official said.

Amir Khalil of the U.N. Food and Agriculture
Organization in Iraq said almost all of the nation’s
18 provinces have suffered outbreaks of the sickness.

Because grazing herds wander across borders, the
danger extends beyond Iraq and into neighboring
countries.  [End quoting]

This sounds highly suspicious as attempted
genocide by the “elite”.

SHAW,  82,  CHANGED  SOUND
OF  U.S.  CHORAL  MUSIC

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 2/99:
[quoting]

Robert Shaw, the dominant figure in American
choral music for more than half a century, died
Monday in New Haven, Conn.  He was 82 and had
suffered a stroke.  He was visiting Yale to see a
production of Samuel Beckett’s Endgame, which his
son Thomas directed.

With the founding of New York’s Collegiate
Chorale in 1941, Shaw launched a career that
changed the way American choruses sounded.  In
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1948 he founded the Robert Shaw Chorale, which
toured the world and recorded many central
masterpieces of the choral literature as well as best-
selling albums of Shaw’s arrangements of folk songs,
Christmas carols, and spirituals.

Shaw worked with Fred Waring, creating a 24-
voice glee club for the popular tours and weekly
broadcasts of Waring and his Pennsylvanians.  In
1967 he became music director of the Atlanta
Symphony, a position he held until 1988.

He was born April 30, 1916, in Red Bluff, Calif.,
and studied at Pomona College.  Survivors include
his sons Peter, John and Thomas and a daughter,
Johanna.  No services have been announced.  [End
quoting]

He was one of the true greats in the musical
world, creating the best choral music that America
has probably ever heard.

VACUUM  TUBES  AND  THEIR
NECESSITY  IN

ELECTRONIC  MIND-CONTROL
TECHNIQUES

From  the INTERNET, <para-discuss@tje.net>,
1/18/99: [quoting]

Technologies were developed in the Montauk
Project by which our very thoughts and even
psychic-level experiences can be interfered with,
tweaked, twisted and controlled.

I received an e-mail on the subject of music as
utilized in mind-control operations, which read in
part as follows:

“With the advances in technology since Dick
Sutphen’s book The Battle For Your Mind first came
out, is it still impossible to reduce various
frequencies to detect the subliminals when they are
psycho-acoustically modified and synthesized so that
they are projected in the same chord and frequency
as the music?”

Though I’m unfamiliar with the book mentioned
above, the topic is certainly intriguing.  Here’s my
response to the question, based upon my admittedly
limited familiarity with the nuts and bolts of such
operations.

Certain people connected to the Montauk Project
have made repeated references to the way popular
entertainment—in particular music—has been and is
being utilized as an aid to EM/RF mind-control
programming, either directed towards a population as
a whole or towards smaller groups or individuals.

Preston Nichols has relayed information about
some of the more esoteric technologies which utilize
music as a medium for dissemination.  He referred
to what he calls a “quantum” waveform of some kind
which is not in either the audio or electromagnetic
wave spectrum, and which can transmit extensive
amounts of information.  This quantum information
signal apparently interacts with certain levels of
consciousness and awareness: there is no commonly
available technology at this time with which the
information can be decoded.

One point made by Nichols which I, as a
musician, found intriguing is that the equipment used
in implementing this quantum information wave is
highly dependent upon vacuum tubes [emphasis
mine], as much of the Montauk Project technology
has been in general, although transistors are utilized
to some extent.  Interesting that many electric
musicians, especially guitarists, have adamantly
withstood the tidal wave of solid state technology
when it comes to instrument amplifiers: as many
rock fans know, most electric guitarists, bassists,
miked vocalists and other musicians swear by the
vast superiority of the tonal qualities of vacuum tube

amps and the ability of such equipment to convey a
far greater range of subtle nuances of feeling than
transistor amps.

Nichols indicated to me that a substantial amount
of popular music during the 1960s, 70s, 80s and of
course now has been utilized in service of a covert
(of course!) MK agenda using various methods and
technologies, and as I’ve pointed out, similar charges
have been made by a number of other people, for
example Cathy O’Brien.  (Nichols worked as sound
recording engineer before going to work at
Brookhaven Labs around 1970).  [End quoting]

There are many musicians who have a good ear
for music who don’t like transistors or CDs because
they miss the more pure sound of vacuum tubes.

PLASTIC  MUSCLES  RUN  DRY

From POPULAR MECHANICS magazine, June
1998: [quoting]

Researchers at Basque University, in Spain, say
they have constructed the first plastic muscles that
work in open air.  Previous materials that mimicked
human muscles by changing their shape in response
to electrical stimulation had to be immersed in fluid.

The dry muscle consists of plastic impregnated
with a lithium-perchlorate electrolyte and sandwiched
between sheets of polypyrrole, a conductive polymer.
Passing less than 1v through the electrolyte pushes
the perchlorate ions, causing a slight swelling that
remains until the current is removed.  Depending
upon the voltage, the swelling causes the muscle to
flex in different directions.

The muscle’s developers expect its first use will
be in instruments for microsurgery.  Plastic
replacements for human muscle are at least 20 years
away.  [End quoting]

This invention could benefit us in many, many
ways.

PUBLIC  OUTCRY  FORCES  USDA
TO  REVERSE  ORGANIC

LABELING  STANCE

From   THE   DAILY  NEWS,  Los  Angeles,
1/22/99: [quoting]

In a reversal, the government is drawing up rules
saying that food cannot be labeled “organic” if it has
been irradiated, genetically engineered or treated with
antibiotics, a top agriculture official told farmers
Thursday.

The labeling plan was developed by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture in response to an outcry
last year against an earlier set of rules organic
farmers considered too permissive.

“I’m telling you we are looking at every possible
way to protect the integrity of your industry,” said
Keith Jones of the department’s National Organic
Program.

The new rules governing fruit, vegetables and
livestock will probably be published next summer in
the Federal Register and could take effect in the fall,
Jones said.

The department is trying to develop the first
national standards on organic food labeling to replace
a hodgepodge of state rules and industry guidelines.

U.S. sales of organic foods have grown 20
percent annually for the past seven years.  In 1996,
they exceeded $3.5 billion.  There are now more than
10,000 U.S. farms trying to raise organic crops and
livestock, according to the Organic Farming Research
Foundation.

Farmers have their own informal guidelines for
what they call organic.  For instance, fruits and
vegetables shouldn’t have pesticides, herbicides or

preservatives, and livestock should be raised in an
open-air environment, without antibiotics or
hormones.

Last year, the USDA proposed allowing food to
be labeled organic even if it was irradiated to kill
germs, genetically engineered, or subjected to sewage
sludge or chemical spraying.

Organic farmers, marketers and consumers sent
more than 280,000 protest letters, prompting
Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman to withdraw the
proposal.  Jones shared details of the department’s
latest proposal at the Ecological Farming Conference,
the nation’s largest gathering of organic farmers.

Holding a hand-drawn paper target to his chest,
he conceded that the federal agency has failed the
organic farmers in the past.

“It seems that in the current environment, the
USDA can’t do anything right,” he said.  “But I can
tell you today we have a commitment to get it right.”

He got a generally sympathetic reception.  “I’m
very encouraged,” said Bob Anderson, who runs
Walnut Acres in Penn Creek, Pa., and is on the
National Organic Standards Board, a coalition of
organic farmers.  “There’s nothing like 280,000
comments to get the government’s attention.”

However, some farmers were skeptical and said
they want to see the rules in print.

“We farmers in West Texas joke about never
having seen rain but we still believe in it.  That’s
kind of where we are in this process,” said Michael
Sligh of the Campaign for Sustainable Agriculture,
based in Chapel Hill, N.C.  [End quoting]

It’s wake-up time as you can see.  The
politicians and “elite” are beginning to listen ONLY
because they know we are waking up to their
dastardly actions of the past.  Please don’t let up on
the pressure to make even better and more drastic
changes to their rotten plans.

BUILDING  SMART  ORGANS
FROM  SCRATCH

From  the INTERNET, <para-discuss@tje.net>,
1/26/99: [quoting]

With the problem of organ shortage looming as
great as ever, researchers are moving towards
growing new tissue or even entire organs for
transplantation.  From sprouting new cartilage on
smart grafts to building new hearts through genetic
engineering, the field is fast graduating from an
intellectual curiosity to a tool for treating medical
ills.

Through routine transplantation of laboratory-
grown organs into humans remains years away, the
field is sprouting like never before.  The ultimate
goal, researchers say, is to take a small piece of a
person’s own tissue and grow a “patch” or entire
organ that is suitable for transplantation back into the
patient.

Such an approach would eliminate problems
related to rejection, which occurs when tissue or an
organ is transplanted from one person to another,
experts say.  Moreover, the new methods are
expected to be associated with less pain and fewer
complications, while solving the problem of supply
that now limits transplants of all kinds.

STIMULATING  SMART
CARTILAGE

Closest to routine use is test-tube cartilage that
can be used to replace damaged tissue in people with
arthritis, athletic injuries and other joint disease.
[End quoting]

This sounds much better and safer than
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harvesting others’ organs.

GIVE  THANKS  FOR  Y2K

From NEW BEGINNINGS, at <http://
www.spiritual-endeavors.org>, 2/3/99: [quoting]

In their infinite, albeit unconscious wisdom, a
small group of computer programmers have presented
this world with a most tremendous opportunity.  That
small and select group writing the infamous COBOL
code were surely guided by the unseen hand of God
when they made that seemingly innocent decision to
use just two digits for computer dates instead of four.
We do indeed owe them our sincere gratitude for that
y2k bug as it is now referred to.

I have given much thought to this little bug
lately, and I am truly in awe.
Sometimes I just have to stop and
smile as I hear a voice whispering
in my ear: “The Lord works in
strange and mysterious ways.”

Strange indeed.  Being a graphic
artist and a web designer, I earn my
living working 10-12 hours a day on
these blessed computers that are
going to prod us onto the next, and
oh-so-important, step in the
evolution of mankind.  Mysterious
indeed!  How could that decision to
save a few hours worth of work
[See below comment]—the time that
it would have taken to write the
couple hundred lines of code
necessary for computers to recognize
the first two digits of a year’s
date—lead to perhaps the greatest
gift of the millennium?

Please join me in the
understanding that the y2k bug
comes to us as a dear friend
offering aid in a time of great need.
We should be ever so grateful for it.  Without the
y2k bug, we would all soon be up the proverbial
creek without a paddle.  Indeed, give thanks to the
powers that be for this most wondrous messenger!

Before you think I’ve fallen completely off my
rocker, consider the situation.  Consider it well.
Should the crashes crash, and the outages out, what
exactly are the consequences going to be?  It is ever
so important that you ponder this question.  For if
you look into it deeply, you will come to see that
should only half of what some experts are predicting
come to pass, the only way through the disruptions
will be together.  Together in every sense of the
word.

If we resort to hoarding food and purchasing
weapons and such, if we go out and buy gas-powered
generators so that we may have light while our
neighbors stumble in darkness, if we diligently
collect all the material needs that would see us
through 90 days of lawlessness and violence while
we hide in our boarded-up basement or bomb shelter
as some experts advise, does this sound anything at
all like togetherness?  Yet, as I have said and you
will see if you give serious thought to the situation—
the only way through it will be together.  [End
quoting]

The main cause of the computer bug seems to
be the fact that, when computers were new, memory
was extremely expensive and to store the memory for
2 more digits, especially when they were using the
old IBM cards for memory, ate up needed space and
of course they could always change it later—right?
Well, it so happens the “elite” had their own
purposes for having such a bug, as Hatonn has told

us.
Also I would caution anybody that has not

readied some emergency equipment and supplies by
now that it isn’t just for y2k—how about all the
storms and earthquakes?  Be prepared.

CITRIC  ACID  COULD  CLEAN
TOXIC  SLUDGE

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 2/1/99:
[quoting]

Citrus is already a familiar and well-advertised
ingredient of household cleaners, but scientists have
found it can remove more than just everyday grease
and grime.

Federal researchers discovered that citric acid, the

same type found in oranges and lemons, can clean
up soil or sludge contaminated with radioactive
materials, which could be a new solution to a top
environmental problem.

Using a three-part process, researchers at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, in Upton, NY,
found that citric acid is effective in washing the toxic
waste and removing the contaminants from the soil.
Using sunshine and common bacteria, the toxins are
then extracted from the citric acid into a concentrated
form that is easier to store.

“We used citric acid like that found in oranges,
because it’s a naturally occurring compound that had
the type of chemical products we were looking for.
It’s biodegradable, and it’s environmentally benign to
the soil,” said A.J. Francis, a Brookhaven
Microbiologist and one of the inventors of the
cleaning process.  “The soil that has been cleaned
can then be put back into normal use.

Francis and co-inventor C.J. Dodge tested the
cleaning process at the direction of the U.S.
Department of Energy, one agency dealing with tons
of the waste left from nuclear activities.  The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency said about 214
million tons of hazardous materials was produced in
1994 and 1995 alone.

The potential for using citric acid to clean waste
wasn’t lost on one Volusia County citrus grower,
Steve Crump of the family-owned Vo-LaSalle Farms
in DeLeon Springs.

“It sounds great for us,” Crump said.  “We
always wanted additional uses for the citrus by-
products because it improves the value for our
product.”

“One by-product from citrus peel already goes
into soaps and detergents, but this new product is
very interesting,” he said.

The cleansing process was tested on
contaminated soils from uranium processing plants in
Ohio and Tennessee and was successful in taking out
99 percent of the uranium, according to the
Brookhaven laboratory scientists.  It can also remove
large amounts of lead, zinc and copper.

Citric acid works because it can bind with the
toxic metals and the new compounds can be drained
away from the nontoxic soil or sludge, Francis said.

The patented process surprised one researcher—
Bill Stinson who heads scientific research for
processed products at the Florida Department of
Citrus.

“It’s totally different from any
process in use,” said Stinson, who
studies potential uses for citrus by-
products in foods, cleaners and
fragrances.

He noted that citric acid can be
synthetically produced at a price
cheaper than squeezing it out of
fruit.  “It would be very cost-
intensive to derive it from juice
because of the large quantities of
juice you would need,” he said.

Francis isn’t certain whether this
cleaning process will catch on and
be used by federal energy officials,
but acknowledged it wouldn’t be a
bad thing for Florida.  “With the
citric acid and the sunshine used in
the later steps, this does have a
strong Florida connection,” he said.
[End quoting]

There are many other ways of
accomplishing this if the “elite”
would just let us use the
technologies they have hidden, but

this sounds like it would sure help in the interim.

FRIENDSHIP  WEEK

From the INTERNET, 2/5/99: [quoting]
Hello Friends,
This is one of the best examples of obedience

to Philippians 4:8 that I have seen in my short
lifetime.  I am thanking the author and all who
have passed this along through their hands so I
would have the opportunity of reading it.

Time = Money, Money = Time; the formula
never changes.

God bless you real good.
—Burney for Gamaliel Ministries

I don’t take the time often enough to tell my
friends how important they are to me.  Please take
the time to read the following as an expression of
the value I place on your being in my circle of
friends.                                        —Tim

TIME  AND  FRIENDS

Imagine there is a bank that credits your
account each morning with $86,400.  It carries
over no balance from day to day.  Every evening
the bank deletes whatever part of the balance you
failed to use during the day.  What would you do?
Draw out every cent, of course!!!! Each of us has
such a bank.  Its name is TIME.  Every morning,
it credits you with 86,400 seconds.  Every night
it writes off, as lost, whatever of this you have
failed to invest to good purpose.  It carries over
no balance.  It allows no overdraft.  Each day it

IN  LOVING  MEMORY

From a CONTACT reader, 1/99: [quoting]

Not how did they die, but how did they live?
Not what did they gain, but what did they give?

These are the merits to measure the worth.
Not what was their station, but did they have heart?

And how did they play their God-given part?
Were they ever ready, with words of good cheer,

To bring a smile, to banish a tear?
Not what was their church, nor what was their creed,

But had they befriended those really in need?
Not what did the sketch in the newspaper say,

But how many were sorry when they passed away?  Aho!
[End quoting]

Excellent thoughts�very well put.
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opens a new account for you.  Each night it burns
the remains of the day.  If you fail to use the day’s
deposits, the loss is yours.  There is no going back.
There is no drawing against the “tomorrow”.  You
must live in the present on today’s deposits.  Invest
it so as to get from it the utmost in health,
happiness, and success!  The clock is running.  Make
the most of today.  To realize the value of ONE
YEAR, ask a student who failed a grade.  To realize
the value of ONE MONTH, ask a mother who gave
birth to a premature baby.  To realize the value of
ONE WEEK, ask the editor of a weekly newspaper.
To realize the value of ONE HOUR, ask the lovers
who are waiting to meet.  To realize the value of
ONE MINUTE, ask a person who missed the train.
To realize the value of ONE SECOND, ask a person
who just avoided an accident.  To realize the value
of ONE MILLISECOND, ask the person who won
a silver medal in the Olympics.  Treasure every
moment that you have!  And treasure it more
because you shared it with someone special, special
enough to spend your time with.  And remember that
time waits for no one.  Yesterday is history.
Tomorrow is a mystery.  Today is a gift.  That’s
why it’s called the present!!!  It’s National
Friendship Week.  Friends are a very rare jewel,
indeed.  They make you smile and encourage you to
succeed.  They lend an ear, they share a word of
praise, and they always want to open their heart to
us.  Show your friends how much you care.  Send
this to everyone you consider a FRIEND.  If it
comes back to you, then you’ll know you have a
circle of friends.  HAPPY FRIENDSHIP
WEEK!!!!!!!!!  [End quoting]

Sounds like very good advice!

CONFIRMATION:
THE  HARD  EVIDENCE  OF

ALIENS  AMONG  US?

From the INTERNET, <para-discuss@tje.net>,
2/11/99: [quoting]

Paranormal Research Primer Discussion List
The Posting:
Hello Everyone,
Just got my new On-Sat book in which is for

TV listings for (Satellites) and there was a pretty
good article in it on the show coming up for next
week! Please read on! Love & Light—Louise

ALIENS  AMONG  US?

NBC presents a special that purportedly proves
that aliens are alive, well and living with us here
on Earth.  (by Polly Vonetes)

Are we alone in this vast universe? Are there
other life forms “out there”, outside the realms of
animal, vegetable and mineral matter that we know
on Earth?  Have we been visited by other life
forms?  Are they here right now—behind a hill,
hiding in a cave or hovering over your home?

Are you concerned?  Even just a little curious
about it?

If you are, tune in to NBC’s Special,
Confirmation: The Hard Evidence of Aliens Among
Us?  The two-hour special is based on Whitley
Strieber’s best seller Communion, which attempts
to answer some eerie questions about alien life on
Earth, that leaves the final—perhaps devastating—
conclusion up to the viewer’s own imagination.

Hosted by actor Robert Davi, the program
explores evidence suggesting that Earth has been
visited by UFOs and alien beings.  Home videos
of spacecraft, testimonials from people who say

they’re been abducted by aliens and eye-witness
accounts from policemen who’ve witnessed alien
craft will be presented, all balanced by the voices
of scientists, therapists and even special effects
experts who give viewers the “other side” of the
picture.

Some of the highlights of the amazing two
hours are:

THE TREMBLE COUNTY DISTURBANCE.
A recreation of a 1993 incident in which four
different police departments chased a large UFO
through the Ohio countryside.  Sgt. Toby Meloro,
who stood directly under the UFO and got a close-
up view, is interviewed and the audio recorded at
the time of the incident is replayed.

KIDNAPPED BY ALIENS.  Dr. John Mack of
Harvard University states his views and Budd
Hopkins, world-renowned abduction expert,
conducts a therapy session with his abduction
support group with dramatic and overwhelming
evidence.

UFO EVIDENCE.  Viewers will see a montage
of the most dramatic recent footage of UFOs taken
all over the world.  A highlight of the sequence
is the famous 1950 “Paul Trent Photo” of a UFO,
which is examined by the Brooks Institute, the
most prestigious photographic school in the
country, and pronounced genuine.

THE JESSE LONG STORY.  A dramatic, in-
depth profile of a Los Angeles abduction and
implant victim.  He talks about his abduction
experiences that took place over the years as he
grew from small child to adult.

THE BLACK VAULT.  A precocious Los
Angeles teenager created a web site that gets
almost 20,000 inquiries per month.  Time and time
again, he has requested information about UFOs
and alien visitations of our government, using the
Freedom of Information Act as his weaponry, yet
the information arrives with pages of data blacked
out, censored.  At age 17, he is a thorn in the
government’s side.

Louis’ Insert>>>  A lot of us know this young
man as John Greenewald.  Here is some info on
THE BLACK VAULT!  For information on the
Black Vault Chronicles, a first-class mailed
monthly newsletter,  go to: <http://
www.blackvault.com/chronicles.html>

WHITLEY STRIEBER.  The author of
Confirmation: The Hard Evidence Of Aliens Among
Us? and Communion, which was one of the biggest
best-sellers of the 80s, says, “I think it’s important
that the evidence be presented to the public so that
science will realize that it’s more or less essential
that they pick this up and tell us what is going on.
Right now, the scientific community is ignoring
this and that’s a big mistake.”

What is Strieber’s goal with the show? He says
in earnest, “I want the average viewer to come
away with an attitude of, “Hey, this is a big deal.
It would be very valuable to our society if we set
out answering these questions in an organized and
scientific manner.”

Let the Quest begin! “Confirmation: The Hard
Evidence of Aliens Among Us?”  Wednesday,
February 17th, NBC, 8:00 (ET)

—Louise A. Lowry, World Of The Strange,
Weekly Free Newsletter [End quoting]

It will be interesting just how much hard
evidence they will give—they’ve promised before
but never delivered.

CHINA  CROSSING

From ANGELS ON EARTH, Jan/Feb, 1999,

Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
10512: [quoting]

After years of drifting from place to place,
searching for some sense of purpose, I ended up
on a deserted Maui beach one night in 1986,
feeling more lost than ever.  “God, who am I?
How do I find my way?”  I gazed up at the sky
as if the answer were written in the stars.  “How
do I find you?”

I heard a voice, gentle yet firm, coming not
from outside myself, but from inside.  Go to
church.  Church?  I had given that up years ago.
But I’d tried everything else, so that Sunday I
went and sat in the back pew of a small chapel.
I could slip out if I didn’t like it.

Amazingly, the sermon seemed to be directed
at me.  “Jesus wants you just as you are,” the
minister declared.  “He’ll set you on your feet
again.”  The next thing I knew, I was walking up
to the altar.  “I give myself to you,” I promised
God.  “Please lead me where you want me to go.”

Not long after, an opening came up on the
staff of Youth With a Mission (YWAM).  It was
the direction I’d been seeking for my life, I was
sure!  Though I was a little disappointed to be
assigned to mundane janitorial duty, I threw
myself into my job, and even more, into studying
the Bible.  I wanted a complete understanding of
every aspect of my faith.  That way doubts
couldn’t creep in and stall me as they had in the
past.

The book that fascinated me most was Acts,
the stories of Jesus’ disciples crisscrossing the
Mediterranean to spread his Word—maybe because
I wanted to do missionary work myself.  I couldn’t
get the images out of my mind.  An angel opening
the prison doors and escorting the apostles out to
the temple in Jerusalem.  Another angel in Antioch
loosening the chains that bound Peter between two
soldiers and leading him right past the guards
undetected.  An earthquake shaking a Macedonian
jail to its foundations and freeing Paul and Silas
from their shackles.  It all seemed so wild—and
at the same time, so real!

But the more I read, the more I questioned.
Did the present day measure up to biblical times?
Did these kinds of things happen anymore?
Although Christians were still imprisoned for their
beliefs—for instance, in China, where the
government cracked down on pretty much any
form of worship—I had yet to hear of angels
coming to their aid.  I felt the wonder of my new
found faith starting to fade.

Then one day a supervisor took me aside.
“We need someone to smuggle a thousand Bibles
into China,” he said.  “It’ll be dangerous, but
people there have no other way of getting them.
Think you’re up to it?”

“Of course!”  Now this was the kind of work
I had imagined myself doing for God, a mission
that would make my faith exciting again.

I was briefed down to the last detail.  I would
be teamed with a more experienced smuggler,
another guy who worked for YWAM.  We were
to rendezvous in the British colony of Hong Kong,
then travel by train to mainland China.

“There aren’t any X-ray machines at the
Shenzhen border crossing,” my supervisor told me.
“The inspectors won’t find anything unless they
hand-search, and they won’t bother as long as you
don’t look suspicious.”  After we made it across
the border, Chinese pastors would switch bags with
us, taking the Bibles  to distribute in their
underground churches.

I flew to Hong Kong, suitcases laden with
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pocket-size Bibles.  My anticipation mounting, I
stepped into bustling Kowloon Tong railway
station, our designated meeting spot.  Though I’d
never met my partner (I had only been given his
description).  I spotted him right away by the
ticket window.  It wasn’t hard to pick out the tall,
skinny American amid the Chinese people hurrying
to catch their trains.

We’d been instructed to do everything we
could to avoid drawing attention to ourselves.  So
instead of chatting, we just nodded hello, then
went upstairs to the platform, lugging our precious
cargo.

A silver train glided to a stop, and the doors
slid open in front of us.  We settled into our seats,
our suitcases by our feet, where we could keep an
eye on them.  As we left the station, my partner
opened a paperback.  I looked out the window.
The emerald hills and rice paddies we passed
seemed a world away from the mirrored
skyscrapers of Hong Kong.

Forty-five minutes later our train pulled into
Lo Wu station, the entry point for Shenzhen.  With
the other passengers, we headed for the customs
and immigration area.  Remembering my
supervisor’s warning, I glanced at my partner,
weighed down by his bags.  If I look as jittery as
he does, I worried, we’ll be in hand-cuffs within
minutes.

Soldiers with machine guns were posted around
the perimeter.  Stay calm, I told myself.  My
companion’s face paled.  I followed his gaze.
Something more frightening stood at the far end
of the room—a battery of X-ray inspection units!

“We’re finished,” my
partner whispered.  “Well
have to turn back.”

I was too tense even to
nod.  Then I thought of the
Chinese pastors and their
congregations.  They risked
their lives every day to do
what we took for granted.  We
want to help these people,
God, I prayed, but you’ve got
to tell us how.

I looked around the room
frantically.  Did we have any
other options?  To the right of
the X-ray machines was the
exit corridor from mainland
China.  A phalanx of armed
guards kept close watch over
those coming through it ,
Chinese citizens who wanted
to visit Hong Kong.

Go through that corridor.
Walk backward.

I recognized that voice!
The same interior voice had
urged me to go to church that
lonely night months earlier—
exactly the advice I’d needed
then.  But what was this now?
Enter through the exit
corridor?  Walk backward?
The only Americans in a
roomful of Chinese people, we
already stood out.  Why risk
drawing any more attention to
ourselves?  It didn’t make
sense.

But I whispered the
instructions to my partner
anyway.  “We’ll be shot!”  he

said.  “Trust me, we’ve got to do it this way,” I
insisted, trying to quell my doubts as well as his.
There was no time to argue.

The crowd pushed us up to the customs
declaration table.  I shakily filled out the form.  At
the window, the immigration officer checked my
passport and visa, then waved me toward the X-
ray machines—and definite disaster.

I took a deep breath and made for the exit
corridor.  God, it’s tough to follow you when I
don’t understand your plan, but I don’t have a
choice here.  I turned around to face the room.
With a single hesitant step, I moved backward into
the hallway.  I took another step, then another.

Mutters of protest went up as I walked into the
people who were going in the right direction,
heading out.  I could only pray the guards couldn’t
hear the commotion.  My heavy suitcases bumped
an elderly lady in the knees.  “Sorry,” I whispered,
stumbling.  She clucked at me disapprovingly.

I fought through the crowd.  It was hard, like
trying to do the backstroke upstream.  Sweat
dripped down my neck.  I kept checking over my
shoulder so I wouldn’t crash into anyone, but it
didn’t help much.  I was going the wrong way,
after all.

As I neared the mouth of the corridor, a guard
strode forward, gun at the ready, combat boots
thudding on the floor.  He said something in rapid-
fire Chinese, then paused ten feet from me and
scanned the crowd.  I didn’t dare peer over my
shoulder, but I could feel his eyes raking over me.

Still walking backward, I inched closer to the
end of the hall.  The guard didn’t stop me.  When

I  pulled  even  with  him,  he looked right at
me.  But he didn’t react at all.  Not a flicker of
expression  crossed  his face.  I might as well
have been cloaked in some magical veil.  His gaze
bored  not into me but through me.  How was this
possible?  Then I saw my partner.  He’d followed
my instructions.   Awkwardly, he backed toward
me,  worriedly glancing at the soldiers.  But they
looked  past him too.   Although everyone else
could  see  us,  to all the guards we were
invisible!

Moments later I emerged from the corridor.
I’d made it!  I was safely across the border in
Shenzhen, China.  I turned and faced forward
again.  There was a wooden bench in front of me.
I collapsed onto it to wait for my partner, feeling
is if I’d just stepped from the pages of one of the
Bibles I was smuggling.

Maybe  I didn’t see the angel who draped us
in her wondrous veil.   Maybe I didn’t fully
understand  the power that had rendered us
invisible.   But there was no question that my
partner  and I had been shielded from the guards
and  led right past them.  Kind of like the apostles
I’d  read so much about in Acts.  And like them,
I  had been set free.  Free from the doubts that
had always plagued me.   Free to follow God’s
direction.   Free,  at last,  to truly believe.

 —By Joseph Celona, Osaka, Japan
[End quoting]
If only we could all  learn to make that

important connection within to Source and then
have the courage to follow the advice we are
given.     
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Editor’s note: To fulfill the legal requirements, we are presenting the following as a Legal Notice for four consecutive weeks.  This is the fourth
and final presentation.  Contact information for Global Alliance Investment Association (GAIA) is: 5300 W. Sahara Ave., Suite 101, Las Vegas,
Nevada  89102;  phone: 702-873-3488.

The CONSTITUTION of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and the UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE (international) provide a procedure
for the legal authentication of a debt in the case of the Debtor refusing to acknowledge such debt.  This procedure includes the notification
of the Debtor of the details of the debt and a notice of intent to collect.  After a period of ninety (90) days from the date of the notice and
if there has been no response from the Debtor the debt is made authentic and collection procedures may begin.  There is no appeal from
this procedure; it is final.

On April 28, 1998 the then owner, Rick Martin, of a debt (described in detail later) of the UNITED STATES TREASURY/FEDERAL
RESERVE SYSTEM (UST/FED) assigned the debt to GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION (GAIA), a Nevada corporation.
GAIA immediately initiated the procedure by informing UST/FED of the nature of the debt and of GAIA’S intent to collect.  GAIA then
took the additional step of running the legal notice in a weekly newspaper of world-wide circulation four consecutive weeks beginning May
5, 1998.  UST/FED has made absolutely no response and the statute of limitation for countering the legal notice has run its course.  Now,
this document and its publication in the same newspaper four consecutive weeks serve as adequate and final verification of the UST/FED
debt to GAIA.  Nothing further is legally required; no denial or appeal is possible.

The debt referred to is described as follows: The principal and interest accrued to Bonus Contract-Certificate Number 3392-181, approved
by Legislative Resolution on April 24-27, 1875, Duly Authorized by the President of Peru, April 26, 1875 and Acknowledged and Accepted
May 1, 1875, Re-affirmed, Re-confirmed and Reconformed on behalf of the government by the Consulate General of Peru, August 21,
1989, Order Number 7309, Document Number 046, Duly Sealed by said Counsel General of Peru at Los Angeles, California, United States
of America, assumed and guaranteed by the United States of America pursuant to Presidential Order confirmed by the US Senate per
petition of Elihu Root, Secretary of War, in 1906, further assumed and guaranteed by the Federal Reserve System pursuant to the Federal
Reserve Act of 1913 and recorded August 1, 1994, by Deed, Instrument Number 1893, Book of Deeds Number 433, Page 849, City of
Nashville, State of Illinois and subsequently recorded August 10, 1998 at 8:35 A.M., Clark County Recorder’s Office, Las Vegas, Nevada,
Official Records 980810 Instrument 00323.

The principal and interest are payable in gold coin or gold bullion and portions thereof may be assigned, sold, loaned or leased to others as
collateral, but only as collateral, and no claim will be entered by any holder directly to the UST/FED without the express written consent
of GAIA.  Further, no holder, including GAIA, will in any way use the asset to the detriment of the national security or economic stability
of the United States of America.  The assignor of the debt to Mr. Martin, Russell Herman (also spelled Herrman and Herrmann), a very
patriotic American, requested of Mr. Martin that Herman’s business partner, V. K. Durham, be given a certain amount of time to implement
his wishes and, if unsuccessful, to use the asset to the benefit of all people, reserving forty-eight percent (48%) of its value for the express
benefit of the citizens of the fifty States of the United States of America.  When appropriate, the granting of such an asset to the citizens of
America (we-the-people) will result in an era of enormous prosperity which will, when also distributed to other nations, buoy up and
expand all of the world’s economies for all of its people, not just the rich as is now the condition.

Mr. Martin and his associates have worked for years, f irst in an attempt to assist V. K. Durham and later as the direct assignee, to f ind a
way to work with the UST/FED within the United States to effect the use of this asset for the benefit of the American people FIRST.  That
effort was given no aid by the UST and was steadfastly blocked by the FED, even though at least four different “offers” have been made to
Mr. Martin and GAIA ranging from $5 million to many billions “to go quietly away”.  The FED has been on notice for some f ive years that
the debt would be perfected through public notice and they have arrogantly ignored that warning.  It is authenticated and validated and will
be used as collateral in as many ways and situations as possible for the benef it all of the people without any mindfulness of race, religion,
creed or color.

For GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION by its BOARD OF DIRECTORS this twenty-fourth day of January, 1999 at
Manila, Republic of the Philippines.

—LEGAL NOTICE—
CERTIFICATE OF DEBT
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Overholt, from Internet sources.  Part Two (next
week, hopefully) will be a discussion presented
by our own Sherlock Holmes writer, Ray Bilger,
and will pick-up where this week’s information
leaves off.

Keep an eye on the sky, for sure.  Those
curious, cross-hatched contrail grid patterns,
appearing over so many locations now, seem to
be connected with the latest attempt to bring
we-the-people under New World Order control.

—Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief

2/13/99    DR.  AL  OVERHOLT

From the INTERNET, <HEOT@onelist.com>
2/10/99: [quoting]

PART  1
Last night Art Bell, on his talk show that

broadcasts  on over  300 radio s ta t ions  [20
million listeners] said that everybody he knows
is sick and he didn’t know what was making
them sick.  I’ll now put down some information
that is so bad that if you are not sick already
you may be  s ick  a f te r  read ing  th i s .
Incidentally, I’m not sick myself, although some
may question that statement.  I know that in the
past I have said that the contrails are made by
jets that have a substance in their fuel that is
making us sick.  That may be still partially
t rue .   I  then  sa id  tha t  the  government  i s
spraying us with some substance that  wil l
immunize us against any attack that may come
from terrorists who may try to kill us with
Anthrax.  That may be true.  I don’t know what
is really happening but that hasn’t stopped me
from saying what may have been happening in
the past.  Here’s the latest dope on the subject
and I do claim to be the world’s expert on
putting out dope.

From: S W
Subject: U.S. Military Conducting TOXIC

Biological-Chemical Warfare Against Civilians
U.S. feds well on their way to reducing

population to further New World Order goals!

Dear Citizens, Patriots, and Veterans: For
the past 3 weeks I have been receiving first-
hand reports of U.S. Military jets spraying toxic
substances over populated urban areas testing
the  e f fec t iveness  of  the i r  b io logica l  and
chemica l  warfare  pro tec t ive  su i t s  and
monitoring equipment.   The substances are
SUPPOSEDLY “harmless” simulants which have
extremely toxic effects of their own.  To date,

literally thousands of civilians have been made
very sick, mostly with respiratory illnesses and
distress and even scores of deaths.

The military has deceived the public and
other authorities by saying that what they are
spray ing  a re  harmless  s imulants  whi le  in
actuality they are really conducting chemical
and biological warfare with weapons of mass
destruction under the guise of merely a “test”.
Yes, a test, to see how many people will be
made ill, contract respiratory diseases, and how
many die.  So, do you call that a “test” or
actual warfare?

We do not have to wait  any longer for
Cl in ton  to  an tagonize  the  Middle  Eas te rn
countries to the point of them lashing out with
international terrorists against U.S. cities and
U.S. citizens, as Clinton is doing what he is
told to do by the Insiders, the Elites, the bosses
of the Illuminati and New World Order.  As I
posted to you all numerous times in the past, if
Clinton can’t get the Islamics to attack the U.S.
then Clinton will just go ahead himself and do
it.  That is exactly what he is doing now.

Citizens, Patriots, and Veterans, no need to
wait for these NBC—Nuclear, Biological, and
Chemical warfare attacks against us because
they have been going on for quite some time
now.  Why?  Because the New World Order’s
Elites plan is to reduce the population of the
world by 25% by the year 2000 (y2k is truly
an appropria te  cr is is) ,  50% by 2025,  75%
shortly after that, and by 85% to 95% as a final
goal to leave only 200 million people alive
world wide.  Of course these surviving people
will only be comprised of the Elites and their
prison-labor slaves incarcerated in Clinton’s
Civilian Concentration Camps here in the U.S.
and in other concentration camps around the
world.

Why?  Because the Elites want to “save” the
world’s natural resources for themselves.  They
don’t want other people using them as they think
our sources are running out when in actuality all
we have to do is use our technology to use them
more efficiently and produce replaceable natural
resources.  Like, why use up our finite petroleum
resources when we can use bacteria and yeasts to
grow on discarded organic matter to produce
alcohol for fuels?

England has had 6,000 deaths in the past
two weeks from respiratory failure caused by
this Military spraying currently.

Please read the following post forwarded by
<jham@iahf .com> (John Hammell )  and by

William Thomas regarding the information from
Leonard Cole’s Clouds of Secrecy: The Army’s
Germ-Warfare Tests Over Populated Areas, by
Leonard A. Cole <http://amazon.com> and from
numerous personal reports nationwide about the
crisscross spraying by our U.S. Military.

Please take care and prepare.  The NBC
attacks against  U.S.  Cit izens are occurring
NOW.

USCMike1
DRAW YOUR OWN CONCLUSIONS:

BIOWAR PROVEN BEYOND ANY SHADOW
OF DOUBT <jham@iahf.com> (John Hammell)

IAHF LIST: I have hesitated, until now, to
forward this information about contrails, because
it seemed just too bizarre and outrageous.  But
look at the information below from Christine
Smith, Will Thomas, and Ian Goddard.

Listen to the audio file of Will Thomas
discussing this on the Art Bell Show, and read
what Will has to say below. Read the testimony
below of Dr. Cole from Rutgers University re
Military Experiments involving spraying of toxic
substances on civilian populations.

Draw your  own conclus ions .   This  i s
Genocide, and WE, the people of the world, are
clearly being targeted. You think I’ve lost it?
Don’t take my word for it, read this:

To: John Hammell From: William Thomas
Subject: TAKE COVER IMMEDIATELY
John, A retired friend in Santa Fe—one who

reads your information that I print out, but
doesn’t have a computer—just called me to say
that planes have been making contrails in the
sky  there  s ince  7am th is  morning .   Her
comment, “People need to know about this!”
She’s staying inside.  —Christine Smith

John, yes, absolutely!
Tell everyone to STAY INDOORS when

contrails are being woven overhead.
I’ve got a BBC photo of a freezer—semi-

filled with dead bodies in England—all from
sudden respiratory ai lments .  We’re talking
(according to the BBC) 6,000 deaths from
respiratory failure in two weeks.

People are VERY SICK here.  And spraying
continues after heavy spraying last Friday over
Ashevil le ,  Knoxvil le ,  Dal las  and other  US
centers.  I have this morning received reports of
“many deaths” from a “cough that never leaves”
in Louisiana.

This is big.  This is real.  I have positively
verified that Emergency Rooms are overflowing
with acute respiratory cases from coast to coast.

Doctors are telling the New York Times that
this is NOT the flu.  People are dying they say
far more quickly and at rates far beyond “flu”.

The only lab test I have shows JP8 present
in soil samples after spraying.  The ethylene
dibromide in JP8 is banned by the EPA as a
known carc inogen and an  ext remely  toxic
substance that attacks the respiratory system at
very low doses of exposure.

There may be a viral  component to the
spraying, as well.  I am tracking this and will
get back to...

STOP PRESSES!  I have just this minute
received a call that confirms my worst fears.
According to a source within the Canadian
Intelligence Service, heavy spraying taking place
over  Vic tor ia ,  BC (near  me)  and  o ther
population centers throughout North America are
classified “tests”.  I now know what the “tests”
are aimed at achieving.  And it is not pretty.

This  is  a  MAXIMUM RED ALERT for

Art Bell Says
Everybody Is Sick

[Continued  from  Front  Page]
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everyone on your list, John.  TAKE COVER!
Stay indoors during spraying.  This is NOT
“woo-woo”.  This is NOT a drill.

Check  my webs i te  for  upda tes :
<www.islandnet.com/wilco>

Good luck to all of us, William Thomas
John Winston. <johnfwin@mlode.com>

PART  2
With respect to the question of the nature of

widespread reports of jets (many identified as
U.S. Air Force) that are spraying something that
dozens of people around the nation claim makes
them and their communities sick, the following
testimony of Professor Leonard A. Cole is most
re levant  and  a la rming .   In  the  fo l lowing
testimony before the U.S. Senate, Dr. Cole
covers  fac ts  regarding the  U.S.  mi l i ta ry’s
spraying of HUNDREDS of populated areas in
the U.S. with harmful chemicals and infectious
pa thogens  as  par t  o f  b io logica l  war fare
experiments.  Dr. Cole has a book on the topic
that  has  received much pra ise :  Clouds  Of
Secrecy: The Army’s Germ-Warfare Tests Over
Populated Areas, by Leonard A. Cole <http://
amazon.com> Environmental  News Service
reports on U.S. Air Force jets seen spraying
something that  makes people sick:  <http: / /
ens.lycos.com/ens/jan99/1999L-01-12-Ol.html>

BEGIN  DR.  COLE’S
TESTIMONY

<ht tp : / /personalpages . tds .ne t / -kknowl to /
openair.htm> United States Senate Testimony
before the Committee on Veterans’ Affairs, May
6, 1994,  Open Air Testing With Simulated
Biological And Chemical Warfare Agents  by
Leonard A. Cole, Ph.D.

[Quoting:]  My name is Leonard A. Cole, and
I teach science and public policy at Rutgers
University in Newark.  My research interests
include biological and chemical warfare policies,
and I have written in particular about testing
done in the U.S Army’s biological defense
program.  I appreciate your invitation, Senator
Rockefe l le r ,  to  tes t i fy  about  exper iments
involving simulated biological and chemical
warfare agents.  These agents, which the Army
calls simulants, are intended to mimic more
lethal bacteria and chemicals that might be used
in actual warfare.  As described in my book,
Clouds of Secrecy, the Army began a program
in 1949 to assess the nation’s vulnerability to
attack with biological weapons.  During the next
20 years, the Army released simulant agents
over hundreds of populated areas around the
country.  Targets included portions of Hawaii
and  Alaska ,  San  Franc isco ,  S t .  Louis ,
Minneapolis, New York City, Washington, D.C.,
Key West, and many other cities.  The purpose
was to see how the bacteria spread and survived
as people went about their normal activities.
Evidence suggested that the tests may have been
caus ing  i l lness  to  exposed  c i t i zens .
Nevertheless, as Army spokesmen subsequently
testified, the health of the millions of people
exposed was never monitored because the Army
assumed that the bacteria and chemicals were
harmless.  Vulnerability testing continues at
Dugway Proving Ground, 70 miles from Salt Lake
City.  Several smaller communities are closer to
the base, and Dugway itself is home to hundreds
of civilians and military personnel and their
families.  The stated purpose of the tests is to

evaluate biological detector systems and protective
gear.  Since tests involve spraying simulants
outdoors, it is important to understand how much
risk they pose to humans who are exposed.
Official statements have not always been clear on
this matter.  A July 1993 news release by the
Dugway Public Affairs Office indicates that “no
specific safety controls or protection are required
for testing with simulants”.  The statement implies,
erroneously, that the simulants are harmless.  In
fact, during 45 years of open air testing, from time
to time the Army has stopped using certain
simulants for reasons of safety.  In each instance
the Army belatedly recognized they could be
causing disease and death, although such
information had long been available in the medical
literature.  This was the case in the 1950s when
it ceased using the fungus Aspergillus fumigatus
as a simulant.  The fungus had long been known
to cause aspergillosis, a disease that can be fatal.
Similarly, in the 1960s the Army stopped using
zinc cadmium sulfide, a chemical that had been
known for years to cause cancer.  In the 1970s,
the bacterium Serratia Marcescens, a source of
infections that can lead to death, was taken out of
service as a simulant.  And in the 1980s, dimethyl
methylphosphonate, a chemical known as DPP,
was removed from use as a simulant because of
its carcinogenic and other toxic potential.  I
understand that one of today’s witnesses, Earl
Davenport, was exposed to DMMP at Dugway in
1984 and may still be suffering health problems as
a result.  Indeed, simulants now used at Dugway
continue to pose risks.  The chemical ethylene
oxide, which is present in some of the mixtures
used in outdoor spraying, is a known carcinogen.
The bacterium Bacillus Subtilis,  while not
generally seen as dangerous, is cited in medical
textbooks as able to cause serious infections.  In
truth any microorganism that seems harmless under
some circumstances may cause illness under others.
Exposure to high concentrations of any
microorganism can be critically dangerous to
people in weakened conditions.  The elderly, the
very young, people with AIDS and others who
have weakened immune systems are more
susceptible to life-threatening infections.
Nevertheless, the Army has not monitored the
health of citizens who may have been exposed
during its tests while maintaining that its bacterial
agents cause no harm.  In addition to people who
are unwittingly exposed to the Army’s bacteria and
chemicals, human research subjects may not be
receiving appropriate information.  A test at
Dugway in November 1993, for example, raises
important questions in this regard.  The test was
intended to assess the ability of chemical agents
to penetrate protective clothing.  Test subjects
wore special outer garments and were then sprayed
with chemicals in simulated battle conditions.  An
Army Environmental Assessment before the test
indicated that some of the chemicals could be
toxic.  Yet the consent form that the subjects
signed in advance of the test said nothing about
any of the chemicals.  Subsequently, two of the
test subjects said they were asked to sign another
consent form sometime after the test had been
completed.  The second form described the
chemicals.

But having the subjects sign a consent form
after an experiment, rather than before, makes little
ethical sense.

The procedure renders meaningless the notion
of informed consent.  Finally, several physicians
at the University of Utah Medical School in Salt

Lake City continue to express concern about the
tests at Dugway.  They do not feel they have
information that would enable them optimally to
handle infections and complications that might be
caused by the tests.  Dugway officials have thus
far not satisfied their concerns either about field
tests involving simulants or indoor tests with
highly pathogenic agents.  These are a few of the
disconcerting issues associated with testing at
Dugway.  If such tests must continue, several
policy suggestions seem appropriate:

—Inform people in the area before each test
that they may be exposed to the Army’s biological
and chemical agents.

—For a substantial period after each test,
monitor the health of the exposed population.

—Provide comprehensive information in
understandable language to human subjects before
they participate in any test.

—Fully inform the neighboring medical
community about the nature of each test and its
possible medical complications.

—Above all, strive for safety, candor, and
openness.  <http://personalpages.tds.net/-kknowlto>

[END OF DR. COLE’S TESTIMONY]
Witnesses: a dozen or more witnesses of

massive  spraying  and  sickness  call in on the
1/25/99 Art Bell Show:

Visit  Ian Williams Goddard <http://
Ian.Goddard.net>

GODDARD’S JOURNAL <http://erols.com/
igoddard/journal.htm>, Send “subscribe snetnews”
to <majordomo@world.std.com>

Posted by: <USCMikel@aol.com>
Steve Wingate, California Director,

SKYWATCH INTERNATIONAL
“An entirely new arsenal of weapons, based on

devices designed to introduce subliminal messages
or to alter the body’s psychological and data-
processing capabilit ies,  might be used to
incapacitate individuals.  These weapons aim to
control or alter the psyche, or to attack the various
sensory and data-processing systems of the human
organism.  In both cases, the goal is to confuse
or destroy the signals that normally keep the body
in equilibrium.”—TIMOTHY L. THOMAS, US
Army War College Quarterly

ART  SAYS
EVERYBODY  IS  SICK

From the INTERNET, <HEOT@onelist.com>
2/11/99: [quoting]

From: “Silver Phoenix & Laughing Koala”
<silver_pheonix@mindspring.com>

This is interesting, John, and concerns me
quite a bit.  I haven’t noticed any “spraying” here
in Montgomery, AL.  But that’s not to say it’s not
happening.

I spend all day inside anyhow because it’s so
hot so I’m sure I’m not as bothered as others
working outdoors.

What I found interesting after reading this, is
a certain advertisement that’s been playing on local
TV these past few weeks.  It’s a call for studying
certain “flu” conditions.  People aged 12 and up
are asked to join within 36 hours of the onset of
symptoms—these are mainly respiration symptoms.
I’ll have to see the ad again to clarify that, but it
just struck me as a coincidence.  As far as I know,
this study could be statewide, not sure on that yet.
Blessings, Aerin  [End quoting]

This is the best writing I’ve come across on
this subject so far.  It looks like things are getting
very serious.  TAKE HEED!!     
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2/12/99    E.J. EKKER

In the United States of America a legislative
coup was accomplished in the night and early
morning hours of December 23 and 24, 1913.  It
was called the Federal Reserve Act.  It gave all
but the expensive operations (coining, minting, and
printing currency with accounting therefor) of the
central banking functions of the Department of the
Treasury to the Federal Reserve System (FED), a
corporation owned, at the time, by European
banks, and later also by subsidiaries of those
European banks set up in the US, and referred to
herein as the Cartel.  This is the most perfect
banking system in the world, for the Cartel.  The
US Dept. of Treasury coins or prints the money,
the FED pays for it at cost (approximately five
cents for a 25-cent coin, two-and-one-half cents
for a $100 bill)  and distributes it  to the
commercial banks as loans at face value.  US
Treasury Notes, Bills, and Bonds are sold at slight
premiums or discounts depending upon their
coupon rate, current interest rates, and the term
of the debt—but the interest is paid to the FED.
The FED collects interest each year on the US
national debt because it furnished the money (by
having it printed at cost at the US Treasury), in
the early years retaining most of the debt and later
selling it  to other countries and to banks,
insurance companies, pension funds and so on.
Since 1933 virtually all “income taxes” have gone
to the FED to pay the interest on the national
debt; the expense of wars and running the nation
is issued as new debt and added to the old debt
each year.  This is why the US is the world’s
largest debtor with some $6 trillion in “visible”
debt and at least $20 trillion in hidden, “off-
balance sheet” debt.

Is this taught in Economics 101 or Advanced
Banking 211?  No.  It is one of the best-kept
secrets in the world.  During its many years of
virtually complete dominance of the world’s
banking systems, the Cartel has managed to
establish laws, rules, and regulations, as well as
“practices”, “principles”, and “truths” that are
designed to assure its maintaining its dominance.
It accomplishes this through its financial support
of all of the major schools of economics and
banking, whether public or private, and through its
absolute control of economics and banking
textbooks.  (Banking is not the only interest of the
owners of the Cartel; through their ownership and
interlocking directorships they control all forms of
“Western” media, public as well as most private
education, and vir tually all  industry and
commerce.  These facts are well documented in

A History Lesson About
Value-Based National Banking

Dr. John Coleman’s book CONSPIRATORS’
HIERARCHY: THE STORY OF THE COMMITTEE
OF 300.)

The Cartel, using the FED, has established an
elaborate network of cheque-clearing and wire-
transfer systems to facilitate (or control) the
international flows of funds, making it difficult, if
not impossible, to move signif icant amounts of
funds without the Cartel’s knowledge, and perhaps
its permission.  To further its control it set up the
Bank of International Settlements, the World Bank,
and the International Monetary Fund.  In recent
decades the World Bank and the IMF have
functioned effectively as conduits of the taxes
collected from the companies and peoples of the
“developing nations” back to the Cartel banks to
serve much the same function as the FED serves
in the US (the interest accumulated on Cartel bank
loans is paid for with IMF/WB loans which
transfers the debt to the taxpayers, thus siphoning
away the liquidity [tax money] and causing the
nation to have to borrow more for its current
expenses).  The result is an endless downward
spiral.  It is aptly said: YOU CANNOT BORROW
YOUR WAY OUT OF DEBT.

As soon as they had control of the US through
the FED, the Cartel began its subtle campaign to
discredit gold as the basis for banking, especially
international banking, all the while garnering as
much of the world’s gold as it could to protect its
position should some of the world’s leaders wake
up to the fact that the Cartel’s entire money system
is as baseless as Monopoly money.  We have been
told that at the break-out of World War II a lot of
that gold was moved to London and then to
Singapore where it was captured by the Japanese
and scattered in caches throughout Southeast Asia,
terminating with Yamishita in the Philippines.
With the exception of Switzerland (which continues
to use the gold standard), all of the world’s
currencies have been purposefully “freed” of any
foundation, using the rationale that “international”
currencies are necessary for international
transactions.  This is a fallacy that has been
repeated so many times that it is believed.  Gold
reserves can, and did, serve the same function
while at the same time providing a huge gain in
stability and credibility.  (But the Cartel doesn’t
like it because it is much more diff icult to
manipulate.)  By 1972 all of the gold stored in
Fort Knox had been removed and Nixon, one of a
long line of Presidential Puppets, “closed the gold
window” to foreign claimants.  In 1933 Roosevelt
had, by Executive Order, abrogated the US
government’s commitment to its own citizens to
redeem its currency for gold, thus ruining the real

value of the US dollar by changing it from an
asset (gold)-based currency to a debt- based
currency.

The purpose of this foundational information is
to demonstrate that there is a Cartel dominating
most of the f inancial affairs of the world, and
working to dominate the rest.  The two primary
ingredients necessary to this domination are
baseless, manipulatable currency, and usury, i.e.,
interest rate spreads so that currencies as well as
other debt securities can be traded for a profit to
the traders.

Additionally, it is useful to create the illusion
of complexity so the “ordinary” people cannot
fathom “finance”, which is done with a myriad of
f inancial “instruments” and a lot of technical
language in the same turf-protection technique as
is used by the professions of law and medicine.
Finally, and of utmost importance, is to indelibly
imprint the unquestioning “knowledge” that only a
very few currencies (of the elite club) could be
acceptable for international trade, that funds issued
by a non-club nation would not be honored, and
that if non-club nations issued currency exceeding
amounts recommended by the club (IMF, etc.) the
result would be the dilution of the value of their
currency, called “inflation”.

This is not a lie as long as the currency
referred to is of the “base-less” variety.  But in a
nation with an asset-based currency (gold standard,
like Switzerland and, formerly, the US) wherein the
issuance of new currency REQUIRES the purchase
of additional gold, the nation’s wealth is being
added to as the amount of currency is increased,
thus helping to balance the assets of the nation
with its liabilities (non-precious metal coins and
paper currency are a liability), it is a lie, and is
used to discourage any independent thinking on the
part of government people and central bank people.
A complement of the inflation bogey is that
“foreign investment” is required to “stoke the
engine of growth” in an “emerging” economy.
This is a lie, in any economy or system.  “Foreign
investment” is a euphemism used to hide the fact
that foreigners are being allowed to invade a
sovereign nation, acquire property in that nation,
and (through dividends and bond interest) siphon
away the wealth of that nation. “Foreign
investment” is also a new term for “colonization”
and the new form of colonization is much
“cleaner” and more profitable than the old one,
which required a military presence and some
interest in the health and welfare of the colonized.
(The Cartel has, at any given time, virtually
complete control of the “value” of every currency,
except the Swiss franc, and lately the Malaysian
ringgit, so that it can “make an example” of any
nation that might “get out of line” in the matter
of issuing its own currency.)

“But our currency is not acceptable as foreign
exchange and we have to buy supplies from other
countries,” will  come the comment.  Does
Switzerland have such a problem?  Of course not.
Switzerland has less than eight million people.
But it has US$25B in gold reserves, roughly 10
ounces per person—the Swiss franc is as good as
gold anywhere in the world.  Another instance of
quality being far more important than quantity.
Does Switzerland need foreign money?  No.  How
can a little country in the mountains where only
10% of their land is arable achieve such
independence?  There may be many answers to that
question but one of them must surely be that their
currency is gold-based and they never violate their
reserve commitment.  And they only issue new

Part 1 In A Series
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currency to match the increase in the VALUE of
the nation (not PRODUCTIVITY as the Cartel is
wont to preach).

Can “emerging” or “third world” nations hope
to achieve such control over their own affairs?  Of
course, and contrary to the usual cliché, no great
“sacrifice” is necessary.  Only understanding of the
principles and a commitment to “stay the course”,
once begun, because the Cartel and all of its
minions will do their best to dissuade everyone
who might have some influence, and their money
buys a lot of influence.

Is it worth it?  It is to the people, including
the local banks and companies.  To the people it
means freedom from want; zero unemployment;
high-quality education and healthcare; fast,
inexpensive, pollution-free transportation; spacious
and modern roads, freeways and tollways; plentiful
recreation, sports, and quality enter tainment
facilities; and reliable, inexpensive utilities.

How about the high-level politicians and
bureaucrats, the so-called “movers and shakers”?
It depends upon whether the current administration
is new, young and aggressive, or mature and just
trying to get all it can before it retires.  The latter
will opt for the “status quo”; the really dedicated
new leadership will see the opportunity, not only
to do some good but to also perpetuate itself for
having done so.  Their relationships with the
Cartel’s representatives will not have become quite
so entrenched (to put it delicately) that they might
not be able to see another point of view.

Is it difficult—does it require great knowledge
and skill, i.e., expensive consultants?

Yes and No.  It is difficult because it will be
opposed by the Cartel and its minions who already
have strong connections within the nation (even
new administrations have “hold-overs” who will
show favoritism to the Cartel—remember, the
Cartel contains the IMF and the World Bank and
all of the so-called regional Development Banks—
a formidable bureaucracy in itself).  It is not
difficult because it is based upon common sense,
not erudite financial gobbledy-gook.  It requires
some self-discipline, which is not uncommon to
successful ventures of all types, even sports, but
most of all it requires the desire to do something
really worthwhile for the long-term benefit of the
nation.  That does not mean that there are not
immediate, major benefits or that the vision of
accomplishment cannot be shared from Day One.

A very modest (in cost) PR campaign based
upon returning to asset-based money and keeping
the earned wealth at home can have the support of
the people in weeks, if not days.  And in Southeast
Asia there are still a few news sources that are not
completely under the control of the Cartel which,
if given some advance information, could be most
helpful in marshalling support.  (People-support
will  become necessary to overcome Cartel
propaganda and they have a big checkbook to
maintain their control of their colonies.)

And the details?  First: Investigate.  Global
Alliance Investment Association offers the
collateral which can empower the nation to
purchase very large amounts of gold with no need
for any “foreign exchange”.  Do a small
transaction and find out if it works.  Second: Keep
it private; make sure it is not compromised and/
or discredited by any outside influence.  Third:
Evaluate as many of the problems and benefits as
possible so that a decision to move ahead is an
informed decision with little or no chance of
failure.  Fourth: Pray.  God helps those who help
themselves.    

Nora�s   Research   Corner

Spying On Iraq:
A Commentary

2/3/99    NORA BOYLES

For the sake of an alternative view, the
following News Analysis article by Ahmed Rufai,
International Editor for The Final Call newspaper,
1/19/99 issue, is being shared.  It is titled, “US
spying taints UN mission in Iraq”.  My comments
will follow: [quoting]

US  SPYING  TAINTS
UN  MISSION  IN  IRAQ

by Ahmed-Rufai
International Editor

In 1991, following the Gulf War, the United
States and Britain succeeded in influencing the UN
Security Council to establish an Inspection team
(to destroy Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction),
UNSCOM. Despite UNSCOM’s confidential report
confirming that Iraq has had no weapons of mass
destruction since 1991, the world is still made to
believe the contrary.  The reason:  Public
acknowledgment will defeat US and British aims
to destroy Iraq and pave the way for Israel to
become the region’s dominant power.

NEWS ANALYSIS

“The US objective in the Persian/Arab Gulf,”
said Brian Becker of New York-based International
Action Center (IAC), “is to prevent the emergence
of any regional power that dilutes US plans for
regional domination.”

UNSCOM has been an active instrument of
this US “plot” against Iraq since February 1996.
An electronic surveillance team to be operated by
the international UN inspectors was put in place in
that month to “track Iraq’s concealment
mechanism”, which is believed to have been used
to evade the inspectors.  The United States
government supplied UNSCOM with
eavesdropping equipment, including commercial
scanners and U2 spy photographs to monitor the
activities of the elite intelligence apparatus
allegedly responsible for hiding Iraqi weapons.
The equipment not only allowed UN inspectors to
monitor conversations on cell phones, radio and
walkie-talkie communications by members of
Iraq’s security, but observers say it also was used
to track and monitor conversations on the security
of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein as part of US
plot for his assassination.

“We knew a hell of a lot of information about
presidential security,” said Scott Ritter, a former
UN weapons inspector.  The Iraqi government
accused Mr. Ritter of being an American spy on
the UNSCOM team.

Mr. Ritter told the Boston Globe that the
surveillance equipment was monitored by the UN

with the support of British and Israeli intelligence,
until March 1998, when the US pressured both
countries from supporting it and f inally took it
over in April.

“The US decided this system is too sensitive to
be run by UNSCOM,” Mr. Ritter told the paper.
“They bullied their way in and took it over.  Now
any data collected by the activity is not being
assessed by UNSCOM.  Now, the US gained 100-
percent access and is not feeding any of it back.”

Mr. Ritter said the US takeover was with the
approval of UN chief weapons inspector Richard
Butler.

Before the US takeover, UNSCOM had in
February insisted on Iraq granting access to Iraqi
Presidential homes and other sensitive sites.  On
Feb. 22, UN Secretary General Kofi Annan secured
a dangerous and humiliating concession that Iraqis
thought would lead to an end to seven years of
sanctions.  They yielded to the UNSCOM demand.
In return, what Iraq got was more negative reports
by the UN chief weapons inspector alleging Iraqi
continued noncompliance and “hiding” of
weapons.

“Now we know that this was all a US spy
operation, precursor to a new war.  An attempt to
collect information so that the US and Britain
could try to assassinate Iraq’s political and military
leaders with aerial bombardment—after the
country had been effectively disarmed,” said Mr.
Becker.

Mr. Becker, who returned from Iraq three days
before the Dec. 16-19 bombing, wonders why after
9,000 inspections UNSCOM says it “still has
reason to believe that Iraq is hiding its weapons of
mass destruction.”

He quoted Iraqi off icials who expressed
concern about President Bill Clinton’s Dec. 13-14
visit to Israel and Gaza.  Saleh Al-Mukhtar,
chairman of the Iraqi solidarity and Friendship
Organization, had told an IAC delegation, Dec. 9,
that “We will be bombed and we think it will be in
the next week.”

“President Clinton is going to Gaza in a few
days to meet with the Palestinian leadership.  This
trip is meant to appear to offer concessions to the
Arab people.  When he returns to Washington,
D.C. from Gaza we believe that they will begin
bombing Iraq,” Mr. Mukhtar said.

In the wake of the current report, analysts
wonder what action UN Secretary General Annan
could take.  A comparison could be made from the
1960s when UN Secretary General Dag
Hammerskjold opposed US plans in the Congo to
remove Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba.  Mr.
Lumumba was assassinated in a CIA operation
under the guise of a UN monitoring mission.

Mr. Hammerskjold was also killed in a plane
crash in the same year.  The recent South African
Truth Commission reportedly found evidence that
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implicated South Africa and the United States in
Mr. Hammerskjold’s death.  When former UN
Secretary General Boutros Ghali fell out of favor
with the United States, Washington ensured his
exit after a term in office.

The Washington Post newspaper on Jan. 6, said
Secretary General Kofi Annan had evidence that
UNSCOM members had helped Washington listen
to some of the Baghdad government’s most
sensitive communications.  Mr. Annan is reported
to have received classified US intelligence, passed
to him through intermediaries,  about the
eavesdropping activities, the Post said.

Mr. Annan was reportedly convinced that
Washington used the operation to penetrate the
security apparatus protecting Saddam.  But Mr.
Annan later denied knowledge of the US-
UNSCOM spying cooperation.  With the fate of
Dag Hammerskjold and that of his predecessor
Boutros Ghali as a reminder, it is unlikely that Mr.
Annan will pursue and publicize the truth of the
tripartite Israeli-British-US spying operation.

While Mr. Butler angrily denied the charges in
New York, he did not give guarantees that none of
the UNSCOM officials is likely to have carried out
the spying operation.  Nor did he respond to the
French accusation of his bypassing the UN
Security Council by f irst informing Washington
about his report on Iraq’s noncooperation with the
inspectors.  Mr. Butler has yet to explain his
withdrawal of UNSCOM inspectors from Iraq a
few hours before the Dec. 16-19 bombing without
consulting the secretary general.

French Minister of Foreign Affairs Hubert
Vedrine condemned the attack, saying UNSCOM
has become ineffective and unnecessary following
the bombing and questioned the US-British aim.

“For months we have been telling them that a
strike would not solve the problem as we saw it.
Their [US, Britain] objectives have varied.  You
don’t monitor hidden stocks of chemical weapons
better by bombing them, while at the same time
saying that you’re not bombing them because it
would be too dangerous.  Are they seeking the fall
of Saddam Hussein?” he said.

It is widely speculated that the data collected
from the eavesdropping devices were possibly used
to track Mr. Hussein in an attempt to kill him.

Also, reports obtained by The Final Call show
that the missile attacks were planned to coincide
with a coup plot within Mr. Hussein’s inner circle.
But the US plot was threatened by redeployment of
key members of the US coup conspiracy.  The
leaders of the plot were executed hours before the
US bombardment.  (More on this in the next
issue).  Meanwhile, UNSCOM continues to receive
a large chunk of the blame.

Russian UN envoy Sergei Lavrov pulled no
punches, telling reporters on Jan. 6, “We have been
saying that UNSCOM must be reformed and the
report by UNSCOM, which was the trigger for the
air strikes in December, was a provocation.”

It was “a report with bad intentions and
inaccurate and half-truths and sometimes not the
truth.  So we said that after that report we cannot
trust the chairman of UNSCOM, ambassador
Butler,” he added.

Iraqi government off icials say information
gathered by the inspectors helped US and British
jets score direct hits during the Dec. 16-19 air
strikes.  They cite the sprawling General Security
Directorate:  Amid the maze of buildings, just two
key structures were destroyed—the only two
visited by the inspectors.  Hundreds of Mr.
Hussein’s elite guard were reportedly killed in their

sleep during that attack.
Iraq’s UN ambassador, Nizar Hamdoon, said

the repor ts in the Boston Globe  and the
Washington Post supported his country’s claims
and put into question the whole history of UN
weapons inspections and Iraq’s cooperation with
them.

“If this has been established now as a fact, that
the whole issue of Iraq’s compliance would have to
be dealt with differently,” Mr. Hamdoon said,
calling the reports the “nail in the coffin” for the
UN inspections program.  [End quoting.]

My comments follow the sequence of points as
presented in Mr. Rufai’s ar ticle as much as
possible.  However, they mostly reflect the
information provided to the American public by
our media.

To begin, it should be very carefully noted that
the major players in the spying operation were
Britain, Israel and the U.S., and it is Britain and
the U.S. that monitor the no-fly zones over Iraq,
which cover a good two-thirds of Iraq and have
been in operation since the Gulf War.  U.S. planes
monitoring the northern no-fly zone originate from
Turkey, and  for the southern no-fly zone from
ships in the Mediterranean, Persian Gulf and the
Red Sea.  With such lengthy and close surveillance
any “weapons of mass destruction” must have
already been located, if there were any.  Add to
this the U.N. sanctions against Iraq since the Gulf
War, which sanctions f inancially crippled the
country, and you realize that Iraq has been
effectively prevented from rebuilding any large
military or stockpile of weapons of mass
destruction.  Yet this excuse, among others, has
been presented to the American people by our

government and the controlled media in order to
justify our presence in the Persian Gulf.  We are
wasting our money, resources and lives—for what,
and for whom?

It would also be well to remember here that the
monarchy of Great Britain identifies itself with the
Jewish-controlled secret society of Freemasonry
and with the people of Israel.  The British-Israel
movement is trying to sell the idea that the
seedline of the ruling house are distant
descendents of Israel’s former King David.  This is
also the monarchy with relatives still claiming to
be King of Jerusalem since the time of the
Crusades.  It is also the monarchy with high
administrative positions in the International
Monetary Fund, the environmental movement, and
plans for the “New World Order” within the Club
of Rome, vital parts of the functioning of the
World Government Federation, which is planned to
take-over the U.N. and government of the world.  It
should also be noted that while our Congress is
pressured into voting ever larger sums to the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) to “bail out the
bankers”, we do not pay our fees to the U.N.  So—
who is really “calling the shots”?

In regards to the U.N. inspectors spying on
Iraq:  The American people were propagandized
with the old political refrain that we were
“supporting and upholding the U.N. sanctions
against Iraq”.  The U.N. is, or was, supposed to be
an impartial representative of all people.  If, while
one pretends to be looking for “weapons of mass
destruction and germ warfare” one is in fact giving
their greatest energy to spying on the leaders of
the country for other reasons, then it certainly
cannot be considered a neutral or impartial
operation, much less one of integrity or one
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tending to lead to world peace or world safety.
However, again, with a possible shred of intent

to support the U.N. sanctions against Iraq, even
this bare cover-up disappears when President
Clinton, upon information from his National
Security Advisor, Mr. Freeh, who was said to be
monitoring the meeting of Mr. Kofi Annan with
the U.N. Security Council, sitting at the time
trying to decide what to do about Iraq’s reported
lack of cooperation with the U.N. Inspection Team
under Richard Butler, usurps their authority and
gives the order for U.S. ships in the Persian Gulf
to bomb Iraq.  The reaction by Kof i Annan,
Russia, France and China was clear.  Clinton and
his “National Security Advisors” do not now enjoy
the support of the majority of the U.N. Security
Council.   The leaders of this country have
definitely taken their own direction together with
Britain, Turkey, and Israel.  We are in fact, not
supporting the U.N. or its decisions, while wanting
the world to think we are.  Notably, Mr. Richard
Butler is an Australian, and therefore part of the
British Commonwealth of Nations.

Now, according to Dan Rather on CBS Evening
News of 1/4/99, we “own” the no-fly space over
Iraq.  How come?  More propaganda?  Or are
Americans being prepared for the total takeover of
Iraq and to what purpose?  Who really benefits
from all of this?  One could start by listing British
interests in oil-rich Kuwait, which territory is a
former part of Iraq and an issue in the Gulf War.
Are we totally defending British interests?  Well,
not quite.  There are Turkish interests in northern
Iraq which were reported in a short news release
not long ago.  The Turks invaded northern Iraq and
were fighting the Kurds there; they also spilled
over into northern Syria, which also has Kurds.  Is
the Iraqi northern no-fly zone really “protecting
the Kurds” or is this also propaganda?  Further,
Israel’s old belief that God intended to give them
all of the land between Egypt and the Euphrates
River, according to biblical accounts, comes to
mind.  The Euphrates River runs through Iraq!
Could this Gulf War be part of a larger and ancient
Israeli plan to effectively secure the land of this
so-called “covenant” of “God”, which would bring
devastating harm and loss to His other children?
These questions must be asked because, in my
opinion, events are surely moving in the direction
of an ever-expanding confrontation in the Middle
East.

The actions of Israel pertaining to Palestinian
lands easily prove to the rest of the area that
Israel’s aggression onto neighboring land involves
taking “ownership” of the land.  The most recent
example of this is,  again, Prime Minister
Netanyahu’s approval for Israelis to settle more
disputed land in East Jerusalem, which action
again put the “peace for land” agreements with the
Palestinians on hold.  To be sure, there are Israelis
who want to live in peace with the Palestinians.
However, peace activists protesting at the
development site in East Jerusalem were
summarily dealt with by the police.  President
Clinton’s trip to Israel did nothing to change,
correct or stop Netanyahu’s wrecking of the peace
process.  Clinton’s most notable media event in
Jerusalem was his and his wife’s trip to the grave
of assassinated former Prime Minister of Israel,
Yitzhak Rabin, who was killed upon his return to
Jerusalem following an earlier “peace talk”.  In
retrospect one wonders if Clinton was more
worried about his own possible assassination than
in insisting that justice in Israel go along with all
of America’s support of that nation.

What about “protecting the neighbors from
Iraq’s chemical and biological weapons”, is that
too propaganda?  It is possible that Iraq still
retains some of these weapons which they received
from the United States during the time when we
were supporting their war against Iran.  I do not
know.  However, according to a former military
general who led the Desert Storm War, and who
appeared on CBS Evening News with Dan Rather
shortly after the four-day bombing of Iraq ordered
by President Clinton, who was asked but said he
could not explain the present military action,
because in the former military action all
precautions had been taken to insure that if they
bombed a chemical or biological weapons site that
the spores from the biological weapons would not
live.  They purposely bombed during daylight
hours to insure the hottest temperatures, and they
used heat-penetrating bombs to kill the spores.  He
could not explain the recent nighttime bombing
with conventional missiles!  So—we know that the
recent four-day military strike against Iraq was not
about concern over the effect of biological
weapons on the citizens of Iraq, or the destruction
of same.  In fact, a Pentagon official reported on
CBS Evening News a day or so after the four-day
attack that the operation had secured no military
advantages whatsoever.  It is interesting that an
editorial report by Ramadan Mubarak in the 1/5/99
issue of The Final Call newspaper tells about the
loophole in the Chemical Weapons Convention
treaty of 1997 whereby the United States is
allowed to veto inspections at suspected sites and
bar inspectors from taking soil or other types of
samples from U.S. chemical facilities out of the
country.  According to Mr. Mubarak, “what is good
for the goose is good for the gander.”  Others
could follow this “double dealing” as well.

In spite of General Zinni’s recent apology on
CBS-TV for killing civilians during return fire on
an Iraqi military installation, we know that killing
civilians was not his consideration during the four-
day bombing of Baghdad.  Civilian targets were hit
and no apologies were offered.  If there had been
any germ-warfare weapons hit in the area, the
entire city and its population could have been lost.

So what is left of the stated “U.S.” and British
purposes in Iraq?  Well—there are the so-called
repor ted “documents” on Saddam’s military
establishment—documents the Iraqi government
states they have already turned over to the U.N.
And who needs “documents” when there has been
such tight surveillance of another sort?  But then,
are we talking about “military” documents, or
perhaps some other kind of documents of a more
personal and individual concern, not something
appropriate for the military action of a large
country such as the United States and it’s “allies”?
According to Hatonn, a real source of perturbation
are documents held by Saddam about George W.
Bush’s handling of Savings & Loan scandals in the
U.S.—documents which chould prove the
involvement of Bush and others.  And then, there
are the ancient stone Sumerian Seals held by Iraq,
which just might knock a big hole in Israel’s claim
to be the “chosen people”, as well as their biblical
“history”.  The documents, of both sorts, may very
well be more threatening to the would-be leaders
of the world than anything else.  Hopefully,
evidence of the Truth will surface sometime in the
near future.  Nothing can be hidden forever.  Are
the documents the real reason why “Saddam must
go”?  A very personal reason in fact, and not one
which in past times would call out the forces
presently arrayed against him.

Does this mean that Clinton has committed
U.S. troops to war for personal reasons, blackmail
or death threats perhaps?  I really don’t know.  It is
certain that someone or someones are controlling
“Mr. Clinton”.  How is that?  There is one way
everyone in the United States and mostly
elsewhere can prove to their own satisfaction—that
there is more than one “Mr. Clinton”!  Take a good
look at the face on that videotape of “Mr.
Clinton’s” testimony before the grand jury about
his affair with Monica Lewinsky.  Notice, the hair
is a kind of blond, and the hairline directly above
the forehead is straight.  Now take a good look at
any other photo of him, and note the discrepancies
in the hair and hairline.  We either are seeing a
look-alike or a robotoid.

The implications of this information are
staggering.  Who was the fellow giving sworn
testimony to a grand jury and acting as if he were
Mr. Clinton?  Or is the more generally observed
one the actor?  Or are there more?  Which “Mr.
Clinton” should be impeached?  It would appear
that the Congressional investigation of Mr.
Clinton’s testimony leaves a great deal to be
desired.  Why?  (The early copies of the video tape
should provide the best proof; any later copies or
TV reports can easily be doctored to look more
like the generally observed “Mr. Clinton”.)

The Final Call newspaper can be obtained at
734 West 79th St., Chicago, IL 60620.  It is a
forum for the Nation of Islam and Minister Louis
Farrakhan.  However, it has close ties to the Arab
and African world and also reports on news from
them.  I believe the view of the Arabs and Africans
will have an affect on what happens in the Middle
East and our understanding of it.

Time magazine, 1/18/99 issue, has an article
written by Bruce W. Nelan, using reports from
William Dowell/U.N., Mark Thompson and
Douglas Waller/Washington, which confirms most
of Ahmad Rufai’s report quoted at the beginning of
my article.  However, the report in Time gives the
entire affair a different slant.  Its title is “Bugging
Saddam”, with headline reading: “Sure we did it,
says the U.S., but only to help the U.N. dig out
Iraq’s most horrible weapons.”  In my view, the
world will surely judge our actions and find us
very wanting in the integrity and credibility
departments.  It is one thing to be on a spying
mission, it is another to pretend to be representing
a world body such as the U.N. while you do it.  No
one trusts your so-called, “peacekeeping” after
that.

The actual role of the U.N. in all of this is not
very clear, and a report from Kofi Annan is not
likely at this point.     
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Editor’s note:  We have been holding this gem
for an appropriate space slot.  Always remember
that NOTHING happens by accident!

12/10/98    DR. JOHN COLEMAN, W.I.R.

The debates and dire portends are flying thick
and  f as t  as  the  year  2000  approaches  wi th
consequences being forecast, which if they come
to pass, are likely to bring the whole world to a
stop as the year 2000 is ushered in.  I have read
no less than forty different versions of what we
can expect as mainframe computers go off line
and just about everything from parking to banking
gets all tangled up.

With so many experts in computers swearing
an  oa th  tha t  the  “overs igh t”  by  computer
manufac turers  and  prog ram wr i te rs  in  no t
allowing for the abbreviation “00” will play havoc
with everything but the kitchen sink, I began to
ask a lot of questions and to query some of the
repsonses I got.

Let’s go to the opposite end of the spectrum.
Those of  you who have read my book,   The
Committee of 300 will know that there is a super-
cor pora te  s t r uc ture  cont ro l l ing  v i r tua l ly
everything that happens.  Now we are supposed to
believe that this elite group, with the best brains
in the world, are so dumb that they were unable
to see that all of their computer systems around
the world would go belly-up as the year 2000
dawns?

The Bilderbergers are one of the executive
arms of the “300”.  It has top-secret conclaves
annually, at which security is so tight that not even
fleas on a dog could get inside.  Every year we
have a cer tain newspaper writing speculative
accounts of what went on at those secret meetings.
They speculate who the Bilderbergers at  the
meeting were, and what they were doing.  I have
a list of the current and some past Bilderbergers.
I also have a list of their banks.  I have not seen
such  a  l i s t  publ i shed .   I  can  te l l  you ,  the
Bilderbergers are a pretty awesome lot.  Am I to
believe that these men are also utterly stupid in
plotting and planning for events beyond 2000—
events, which much of the time they actually
create?  And with the huge resources  a t  i ts
disposal, Bilderbergers didn’t see a problem with
2000?  I don’t think so.

We must ,  therefore ,  ask  ourse lves  these
quest ions :   “ I f  y2k is  an  overs ta tement ,  an
exaggeration, or mere speculation, what is the
purpose?  And is it part of the great conspiracy,
and if so, what is hoped for, and how will the plot
be carried out?  These questions are examined in
the following pages and response given, based on
secret reports from the Club of Rome to the
Bilderbergers.  I don’t know for sure, but my
report may just be the f irst one in America which
has the secret identities of Bilderbergers, and their
bankers, and my copy-report is the only one in
private hands in the United States.

To me the whole 2000 scare looks suspiciously
like the work of the Tavistock Institute.  This is
just the sort of project the Tavistock planners
would love to promote.  Tavistock is fresh in my
mind as  I  wi tness  how i t s  long-rage- inner-
directional conditioning worked so dramatically

What  About  Y2K?

MORE  READING
Books by Dr. Coleman:

• SOCIALISM:
THE ROAD TO SLAVERY

•DIPLOMACY   BY   DECEPTION;
 And another fine book:

• CONSPIRATORS’ HIERARCHY:
THE  STORY  OF

THE  COMMITTEE OF 300;
His latest book:

• WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW
ABOUT THE
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Available from:
Joseph Publishing

2533 N. Carson St.
Carson City, NV 89706

Each book is $20 and includes shipping &
handling.   For   orders   by   credit  card,
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Monthly newsletter

WORLD IN REVIEW (WIR)
$65.00 per year

1st class mail
(32 pages with no advertising)

For   orders   by   credit  card,
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ever since the Whitewater-Flowers-Paula Jones-
Monica  Lewinsky  scanda ls  b roke  over  Mr.
Cl in ton.   We have  seen how Mr.  Cl in ton is
credited with being clever enough to turn his
situation around from disaster to advantage.  We
have seen how the ends of justice have been
defeated.  And they ARE DEFEATED, although
th is  i s  no t  ye t  apparent  to  the  Amer ican
conservative movement.

This apparent miracle for which Mr. Clinton
is given credit is not his work at all.  It is the work
of the Tavistock Institute which has provided the
scripts and the answers for every predicament into
which Mr.  Clinton has fal len.   I t  is  not  Mr.
Kendall and Paul Begala who deserve credit for
the successful way Mr. Clinton has threaded a
pathway through the minef ields in which he
placed himself.  I am in a position to know these
things simply because I  know precisely how
Tavistock works.  I am the only private individual
who has one of their training manuals.  This
enabled me to say from the very beginning of Mr.
Clinton’s troubles that he would survive them all
and remain in off ice for the rest of his term.

Again, in my opinion, the furor over y2k looks
and sounds suspiciously like the work of the
Tavis tock  bra inwashers ,  whose  spec ia l i s t s
demonstrated just how good they are at mass
brainwashing by turning every single one of Mr.
Clinton’s problems around, thereby creating the
“Comeback Kid” legend.  My opinion is bolstered
by some information I was able to “acquire”
which points in the direction of y2k being a
project of the New World Order inside a One
World Government.

Let us examine the goal of the One World
Government.  Simply put, it is to exercise control
over  a  world beref t  of  nat ional  borders  and
cultures, where pride of face and pride of place
will give way to a polyglot mob of disoriented
people who no longer know or care about who
they are and where they are headed.  Evidence of
this abounds and is all  around us.  The U.S.
Immigra t ion  Refor m Act  of  1965 i s  one
instrument being used to implement the ideal.
The Education Act of 1980 is another example of
how the face of the United States is being altered
forever.  Add abortion and gun control legislation
and you will begin to get the picture.  The United
States in the year  2080 wil l  be so radical ly
different from what is was in 1900 as to make one
weep.  The European Union or “Common Market”
is but a step in the direction of eradicating nations
and countries.

In  1986 there  was  an exchange of  ideas
between the Club of Rome and the Bilderbergers.
What was being explored were ways of hastening
the advent of the New World Order.  Within these
two organs of the Committee there was general
discussion about how to push the One World
Government timetable forward.  Several possible
scenarios were discussed, some workable, and
others not.

What was being sought was not the gradualism
which, almost unnoticed by the American people,
has  overcome them,  bu t  some ca tas t rophic
prediction to which a f irm date could be assigned.

Accord ing  to  my infor mat ion ,  the
Bilderbergers were charged with the responsibility

of coming up with a workable plan in which the
recalcitrants of the world could be brought to heel.
This would involve governments, private sector
companies, banks, government departments and a
massive propaganda drive devised by Tavistock to
popularize the project.   Spreading confusion
seems to be one of the themes of the paper, while
another aspect deemed useful was to accelerate
exis t ing  p lans  “ to  uni fy  banking  and br ing
smaller, independent banks to a position where
they could be more readily absorbed by the major
banks”.

We know from what has been mentioned by
the press that banks, especially smaller banks, are
expected to be hard hit by y2k confusion.  Does
this f it in with the Club of Rome-Bilderberger
conspiracy?  “What we must emphasize,” says the
Club of Rome memo, “is a  situation where a
series of problems will come to the fore at more
or less the same time.  These events would have
the effect of demoralizing certain groups whom
we know to be troublesome and highly critical of
our efforts to unify the world.  Unfortunately,
these actions will also affect many who are our
friends.  It is a case of the rain falling on the just
and the unjust.”

Reading the many accounts of what “experts”
predict will be the result of y2k, is that in a
remarkable way, most writers emphasize that
while big banks, big government departments will
be  only  s l igh t ly  a ffec ted,  i t  i s  the  smal l
businesses, banks and companies who will suffer
the most.  Does this not perhaps tie in with what
the Club of Rome-Bilderbergers would like to see
happen?  Would the y2k crisis, if it materializes
in a serious way, demoralize such groups?  Could
anti-government persons be selected as targets for
y2k, and their businesses disrupted by what might
appear to be the year 2000 bug?    
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SALES TAX

GAIANDRIANA
40.00
20.00$

$
16 oz.

 32 oz.

$
$

LIQUID

AQUAGAIA
LIQUID

16 oz.
 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz.

20.00
40.00

GAIALYTE  1 liter
2 liters

8.50
15.00

KOMBUCHA  TEA BREEZE 1 liter
2 liters

3.50$
$ 6.00

KOMBUCHA  TEA VINEGAR  16 oz. 6.00$

CARBRAGAIA 8 oz. $ (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)

BEVERAGE POWDERMELLOREAM 3.25 lb 15.00$

— 30 Day Supply

“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES 18.00$

“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT  60 CAPSULES 22.00$

  180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETSA-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula 24.95$

CHLORELLA       300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA. 21.00$

ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 90 TABLETS 24.50$

GAIATRIM 35.00$

GINKGO BILOBA  180 TABLETS 24.95$ (24% Extract)

OLIVE LEAF 60 TABLETS $24.00

OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

 35 PG.
BOOKLET

2.75$

60 CAPSULES 6.00$RARE EARTH CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES 60 CAPSULES 6.00$
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S&H
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NONI 60 CAPSULES

MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
$

$
22.00
11.00

Whole Leaf Aloe Vera Concentrate
 (10X STRENGTH)

$

1 liter $  18.00

 SUPER OXY    (CHERRY-BERRY)     (CRANBERRY-APPLE) 1 quart 18.00

BODY BOOSTER 32 oz. 20.00$

LIQUID LIFE 32 oz. 22.00$

GAIAGLO  LOTION  4 oz. $20.00

HORSETAIL TINCTURE 2 oz. 8.00$

GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral     2 oz. 10.00$

16 oz.

 2 oz.

32 oz.  96.00
56.00
10.00$

$
$

GAIACOL
Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold

suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold 16 oz.

32 oz. 192.00
112.00

20.00$

$

 2 oz.
$

GAIA DHEA 2 oz. 20.00$Colloidal  Dehydroepiandrosterone

Colloidal CopperGAIA CU-29 2 oz. 10.00$

Colloidal Titanium 2 oz. 20.00GAIA TI-22 $

2 oz.GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++ 10.00$

$
$
$

8.00
45.00
75.00

OXYSOL Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

  2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.

32 oz.

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)

4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

8.00$

$

✴✴✴✴✴

$

 5.00

12.50

$
$

VORTEX KIT

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE

80.00

$1100.00

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

5 Audio-cassettes

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

GAIASPELT  KERNELS   4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

✴✴✴✴✴

$

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

 4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
GAIASPELT  FLOUR

WHOLE GRAIN
✴✴✴✴✴

GAIASPELT
BREAD MIX  (Pure Spelt)

 (Whole Wheat & Spelt)✴✴✴✴✴

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE✴✴✴✴✴

3.50$

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 15.00$

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

SUCROSE___   STARCH___

NICOTINE___    CAFFEINE___    ALCOHOL___

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND 2 oz.

each

6.00$

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit” $

GAIACLEANSE KIT
Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM 48.00$

260.00

$

$ 5.00

10.008 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

2.50

130.00

MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

$ 50.00ADZUKI  BEANS      50-LB BAG

RED LENTILS          50-LB BAG

✴✴✴✴✴

✴✴✴✴✴

30 CAPSULES

ALOE JUICE

16 oz.

No Longer

Available

No Longer Available
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73.  RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74.  MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75.   TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES  VOL. III
76.  SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77.  PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78.   IRON  TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79.  MARCHING TO   ZOG
80.  TRUTH  FROM  THE   ZOG BOG
81.  RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82.  RETIREMENT RETREATS
83.  POLITICAL  PSYCHOS
84.  CHANGING  PERSPECTIVES
85.  SHOCK   THERAPY
86.  MISSING  THE  LIFEBOAT??
87.  IN  GOD’S  NAME  AWAKEN!
88.  THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION  LEGION
89.  FOCUS OF DEMONS
90.  TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91.  FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92.  WALK  A  CROOKED  ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93.  CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER  PLAGUES
94.  WINGING IT....
95.  HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96.  HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97.  HEAVE ’EM  OUT (Phase Three)
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